
What shape of paper 
airplane flies the the 

farthest, the triangular 
shape or the rectangular 

shape?



Question

What shape of a paper airplane flies the farthest?
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Variables

Independent variable: Different shapes

Dependent variable:The distance that it flys.

Controlled variables:Paper and measuring tape.
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Background
I chose this project because I wanted to learn how to make paper 

airplanes. I think they are interesting because of the way they are 

designed. Paper airplanes are easy to make and fun to play with.



Research
My experiment is to find what shape flys the of a paper airplane flies the further.In 
my research,I found what helps a paper airplane to fly further,Also,things 
like,lift,thrust,friction,and drag affect how far the paper airplane flies.According to 
my research,the construction paper is the best for a paper airplane because it has 
more mass than copy paper but it’s not that heavy.So,I am going to use 
construction paper for my project.I also found that the best shape for a paper 
airplane is the triangular shape.Also the rectangular shape is good for 
long-distance.Based on this information,I want to try the Suzanne design,which is 
a triangular shape,the harrier and for a rectangular shape I will use the bulldog 
dart.



Hypothesis
If I am making a triangular shape paper airplane and a rectangular 

shape paper airplane,then the triangular shape paper airplane will 

fly further than the rectangular shape paper airplane because,the 

triangular shape has less drag than the rectangular shape.
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Materials
Materials needed for this experiment:

4 sheets of construction paper 9x12.

1 measuring tape 25ft or 25’ brand Stanely.

Instructions for how to make a triangular shape.

Instructions for how to make a rectangular shape.
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Procedures

Step 1: Gather materials.

Step 2: Build a triangular shape paper airplane.

Step 3: Build a rectangular shape paper airplane.

Step 4: Run the experiment.
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Data Table

Shape Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Triangular shape 1 30ft 25ft 28ft

Triangular shape 2 27ft 38ft 26ft

 Rectangular shape 
1

32ft 30ft 19ft

Rectangular shape 
2

10ft 17ft 23ft
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Pictures
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Graphs



Observations
Observation 1:Rectangular shape glides when you use low thrust 
and it makes it go further.

Observation 2:Triangular shape flies when you use hard thrust and 
it makes it go further.

Observation 3:Triangular shape flies further than the rectangular 
shape.
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Data Analysis
Information from the bar graph: The bar graph is comparing 
the average distance between the triangular shape and the 
rectangular shape paper airplanes.

Information from the line graph: The line graph is showing all 
the data points collected during the experiment for the 
triangular and rectangular shapes.
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Conclusion
Answer:This experiment shows that the triangular shape paper airplane flies 
further than the rectangular shape paper airplane.

Hypothesis:The results of this experiment supports my hypothesis that the 
triangular shape paper airplane flies further than a rectangular shape paper 
airplane.

Improve:1.I would use a paper airplane launcher to remove the variable of thrust.

2.I would conduct my experiment in a close environment.

3.Use copy white paper to make a paper airplane because the copy paper folds 
better than construction paper.
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Further Research
If I could do it again, I would use copy paper instead of construction 
paper. In the future, I would like to learn more about paper 
airplane launcher.
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